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If you are reading this book you are probably about to kill a
beast if you don’t kill the beast don’t blame me because you
probably haven’t read the book well!
Weaponry:
You will need a sharp weapon to kill a beast, you will need
to forge your weapon from the strongest iron witch you can
find at the core of the world where the goblins live. If you
are using a knife you have to get up close to the beast
.When using a mace you have to hold it with great
strength{remember don’t touch the end of the mace its
pointy].When you will need the strongest wood using a
spear because the beast mite snap your wooden stick.
Armour:
Your amour must be able to hold up agents the toughest
beasts. You will need to forge the best amour you can get
because you never know when a beast is going to give you a
death dealing punch witch s for all you know could kill you
where you very stand. Your shield is another critical piece

of equipment it will defend you from poison and slashes
don’t forget that your shield can’t be made out of wood.
Strength:
You will need great strength to kill the toughest beasts
sometimes your weapon won’t work agents the toughest
beasts like when I killed Grendel I had to rip his arms of;
my sword was useless .You have to train hard if you are
going to succeed.
Beasts you might encounter:
You might find a rage rancour they use their rage to give
you there massive slashes that potently could kill you they
have two eyes and could squish you! In the deep forests
you might find a kyat dragon these scaly beasts walk on
four and has a dangerous bite that could kill you.
Preparing for battle:
Before you fight you need to say your good byes because
you never know if you’re going to come out alive!
Remember if you have family you need to tell them what
you want to happen to all your belongings if you die.

Taking care of yourself:
When you’re trying to kill a beast you need to look out for
traps like trap doors or nets you could be in big trouble if
you are caught! Also look out for lava or water to fall into.
Troops:
You won’t need an army but it would be wise to take a
couple of men for back up in case you get trapped or the
enemy has overwhelmed you all you troops need sharp
weapons to remember they are people with families to.
Foe or friend:
You need to make sure that the monster you are fighting is
a foe not a friend, you need to find out that it is foe by
trying to get in contact with it because you might turn into
the bad guy!

Are you in danger?
You might be overconfident about this task if so look at
your odds because they might not be very high. What you
need to do is check how powerful the monster is if it is two
powerful you need to net try to kill the monster and find
someone else.
Brains:
You need to outsmart your enemy by maybe hiding and
then do a surprise attack or you could try to move around
the target and circle him and then stab him.
Medical:
If any of your troops are injured you need treat them with
medical intention bring bandages for the wounded and
yourself.
Now you have read this book you are ready to kill a beast
follow the steps and you might just kill one!

